
Nature Needs Half & 30x30 Meeting - Weds, Oct. 20, 2021 5:30 - 7pm PDT (sponsored by 
Sierra Club CA/NV Wilderness Committee) 
 
The program:  
Connect to the global “Nature Needs Half” movement and on-the-ground actions to protect 
30 percent of lands and waters by 2030.  AND get a sneak peak of this year’s virtual National 
Wilderness Workshop (Nov. 15-19)!  National wilderness experts from the WILD Foundation 
will share exciting news and insights on how local conservation is critical to preservation of 
nature on a planetary scale.  Just last month, international scientists with the IUCN (the 
International Union for the Conservation of Nature) proclaimed for the first time that we must 
protect at least half of nature, and 30% in the next ten years--known as 30x30--to keep the life-
sustaining biodiversity of the Earth functioning for the future. Join us to hear how we can 
achieve these urgent goals. We must mobilize to press elected leaders in California, Nevada and 
in Washington DC who support 30x30 in concept to take tangible steps forward.  Leaders in 
Sierra Club and partners are taking charge to activate and expand the local and global 
movements to achieve critical conservation and environmental justice gains.  
 
Wilderness Guests Vance Martin and Amy Lewis of WILD Foundation: For over 12 years, the 
WILD Foundation has been at the leading edge of the movement to protect Half of Earth’s land 
and seas. Vance Martin, President of the WILD Foundation, and Amy Lewis, WILD’s Vice-
President of Policy and Communications, will join us to highlight lessons learned since the start 
of the Nature Needs Half movement, the state of play for large-scale conservation both 
internationally and within North America, and how organizations like Sierra Club must connect 
the dots between wilderness-level protections and other conservation actions to advance 
biodiversity, climate, and social equity goals together.   
 
Our guests: 
Vance Martin, WILD Foundation President - Vance joined WILD as president in 1984 after 15 
years in international business and non-profit management. An innovative leader known for 
bridging the interests of people and nature, he has lived extensively overseas, worked in over 
55 countries, and helped to establish many non-profit organizations. An acknowledged expert 
in international nature conservation and wilderness protection, including strong friendships and 
working partnerships with traditional and indigenous community leaders, he is the founder/Co-
chair of the  Wilderness Specialist Group (part of the World Commission on Protected Areas, 
within the International Union for the Conservation of Nature).  
 
Amy Lewis, WILD Foundation Vice President, Policy & Communications - Amy Lewis has spent 
the last 15 years researching the building blocks of collective action. She has brought this 
knowledge to bear in her own work as an award-winning nonprofit leader and as a scholar of 
environmental policy focusing on the relationship between democratic decision-making and 
policies that benefit the environment. She recently directed the successful global campaign in 
support of IUCN Motion 101, recognizing that to survive, humanity needs at least Half of Earth’s 
land and seas protected. 
 
—Anne Henny 
CA/NV Wilderness Committee chair &  
Volunteer co-lead (with Vicky Hoover) of Sierra Club California’s 30x30 Campaign 
 

http://wild.org/how-we-work/policy-mgmt/wilderness-specialist-group/
https://www.iucncongress2020.org/motion/101

